
~ XNTERROGATORY (PPAL)
ON CONTENTION 9 - DECOKCISSIONING

9-1 State specifically the manner in which you contend the monetary
and health costs identified by the Applicants for decommissioning
the Susquehanna facility are understated.

In the 19/0's, optimism ran high that nuclear technology would

find a way bf gathering, concentrating, chemically treating and

disposing of deadly isotopes. (See Atoms for Peace by David O.

Moodbury, 1956.) In 1979,'hese problems have still not been

solved., "No one is certain what to do about the dead reactors

Federal authorities are confident that solutions can be found,.

but others aren't so sure. The G.A.O., among other critics,
- bluntly accuses the government of ignoring the problem of cleaning

up dead reactors." (Sera in the Atom,.by Karen Elliott Hou e-
Mall Street Journal, October 12, 19/'p. )

The estimated cost of dismantling a big nuclear power plant
ranges from $31-million to $100-million if the ob were done toda .

Thirty to forty years from now the cost of decommissioning will be

much higher.

9-2 Describe what you contend will be the monetary and health costs
:of decommissioning the Susquehanna facility. State the monetary
cost both in constant (3..e., real) and current (x.e , inflated)
dollars and state the. year or years in which you estimate decommis-
sioning will occur.

Assuming Susquehanna Steam Electric Station is in operation

for $ 0 years, the year 2010 would. be the date for the.~lnit al phase

of decommissioning, Because of the high levels of radiation fromth0 1dl.t l,~ltd fllAF!11
be necessary. Thus the ~dela ed phase of decommissioning will take

place .3.n 2114, but in light of the toxicity and long-life of some

radioisotopes produced> a delay period of several hundred years

may be more realistic, (2214 or 23&.). During all this time, the
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dead reactor will have to 'be under constant surveillance.
The cost estimates which PAL offers in Section 5.8.(Decom-

missioqing and Dismantling) of the Nay, 19'78 Environmental Report

Operating License Stage, Vol. 2 are based on 19'75 dollars and it
is impossible to extrapolate from them as to hypothetical costs

in the year 2010, much less the year 2114 or 2214. In Section 5.'8,

PAL admi,ts that with the time interval between construction qnd

decommissioning, the costs "must be considered preliminary." At

another place in Section 5.8, concerning the need for a full-4ime
scour].+ force to guard the dead reactor,'appears the fo3.1owingc

- "This annual maintenance .allowance obviously does not include major
i

structural work, and therefore is robabl unrealisticall low if
the licensee antici tes a mothballin eriod on he order of hun-

dreds of ears," (emphasis added).

dhere is no realistic vray oi'stimating the initial and ~dele ed

costs of decommissioning a 3000 Nw nuclear reactor.

9.3 'tate the basis for your assertion that the monetary costs
of decommissioning will be "at least equal to the cost of construc-
ti.on." Identify the method of decommissioning to which the assertion
refers.

Decommissioning is the big unknown in the nuclear reactor

business because .only small, experimental plants have been dis-
mantled go date.'ne of these, a nuclear reactor at Elk River,

Minnesota, was built at a cost of $6-million and. was dismantled at
a cost of $6.2-million. One particularly grotesque example is the

West Valley, N.Y. facility, built in 1963 at a cost of $32.5-milU.on.

It is estimated that the cost of decommissi,onipg could run as
high's

$ 500-. million to fl-billion.
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~Identify the "industry-sponsored. study" to which the contention
refers aha explain why that study is "obvt.ously bi.ased."

~ The "industry-sponsored study" to whi,ch the contention refers

is 'titled An En ineerin Evaluation of Nuclear Power Reactor Decom-

missionin Alternat v s, and was prepared. by the Atomic Industrial
Forum,'nc., of Washington> DC This study performed by AIP was

based,on'a large BNR similar in size and, design to Susquehanna'SES.

The <large BWR" is pot identified'in Section 5.8 of the Susquehanna

SES Envixonmental Report, Operating License Stage, May, 19/8. In
this. report, the Applioant states that "due to the time interval
between construction and decommissi.oning, the expected evolution

of 'the state-of-the-art within this time period and the uncertainties
involved in long-term cost'rojections, these costs must be considered

~ll. '," ( Dl 1 dd I).
, The "biased nature"'f 'this "industry-sponsored study" may 'be

explained by the fact that the A.I.F. is a trade association of over

800 corporate members, all with vested interests in the nuclear

industry. Of these members, some 56 are huge el'ectric utilities.
(NO NUKES, Anna Gyorgy, p.68. )

9-5 Identify and quintify the "new occupational or environmental
hazards" which you contend are associated with the decommissioning
of a large nuclear power facility.

Since no nuclear reactor .of the size of Susquehanna SES has

~ been decommissioned to date, the "normal" risks and hazards associ-

ated wi,th dismantling'a small reactor cannot be accurately pro)ected

as a guide for decommissioning a plant 10 times as large. This is
why we contend. that the decommissioning of Susquehanna SES will
entail "new occupational or environmental hazards."
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9-6 : Describe the "serious radiation hazards, particularly for .

workers" which you contend will result from desommissioning.

;"Serious radiation hazards, particularly f'r workers".will
result in any mode of decommissioning. In mothballing and entopb-

ment, the fuel assemblies and radioactive fluids and wastes are

removed from the site (to where?), but the reactor is still
intensely radioactive. Long-lived isotopes, suoh as nickel-63

(requiring 2,070 years to decay to safe .levels ) and carbon-14

(requiring 65,000 years) are produced and theoretically, "the

concrete of the containment vessel would be long since turned to

dust before the reactor contents would be safe. (NO NUKES, p.66. )

The third mode of'ecommi,ssioning, complete dismantl~g, is
the most expensive and most dangerous to the workers involved. In
this method, the walls of the reactor must be out up under water

'I

by remotie-controlled welding arms. In Section 5.8 of the Environ-

mental Report Operating License Stage, Nay 1978, the Applicant

describes a combination mode consisting of an initial mothballing

and entom'bment phase, and a ~dela ed complete dismantling phase

l(A years to several hundred years after the reactor is decommis-

sione'd. During this mind-boggling scenario, the report goes on
\

to.discuss the necessity for surveillance.

In.'summary, all modes of decommissioning pose »seri'ous radiation

hazards» to workers and security forces for an extended period of time.

9-7 Describe the reasons f'r concluding that Applicants are
financially unqualified to assume the monetary costs of'ecommissioning.

NRC regulations currently do not impos'e a particular method of

financing the decommissioning of a nuclear facility. Neither do

they prescribe or'proscribe any particular method of decommissioning.
\

9herefore, the quests,o& of whether the Applicant is .or is not
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f'inancially qualifh.ed to assume monetary costs of'ecommissioning
is academic. The Applicant is free to discuss various modes

of'ecommissioning>but need not be committed to any mode. Similarlyg
the cost:.estimates found in Section 5.8 of the Nay, 19/8 Environ-
mental Report are based on 19/5 dollars, a'nd these figures are un-
realistic as they pertain to events taking place $ 0 to l(A years
from .now.

9-8 'ith respect to each of your answers to Interrogatories 9-1.
through 9'-7 above, answer General Interrogatories 1 through 4.
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S-9. 1
}

Specify wi.th particularity why you believe that the monetarycosts of decommissioning the Susquehanna facili.ty will at least
be equal to the cost of its construction and provide an estimateof these monetary costs.

To date, no big commerci.al nuclear reactor (1000 Nw or
greater) has been di.smantled, and i.t is unclear i.f the job can

be done. Levels of radiation in a commercial size reactor are
so high and the contamination of walls so thick that the tech-
nology.doesn't yet exist to takq 'one apart.

The only reactors that have been decommissi.oned are small,
experimental plants c

X) An. experimental plant at Elk River, Minnesota cost 46-million
to bui.ld and was di.smantled at a cost of $6.2-million.
2) The Nest Valley, N.Y. facility was constructed in 1963 at a

cost of $32.5-million. After being plagued with leaks of radi.o-
activity and periodic radi.oacti.ve emissions, the plant was shut
down. ERDA (Energy Research and Development Administration)
estimated that the'ost of solidifying and storing wastes alone
could run as hi.gh as $500-million, and full decommissioning

could cost as much as fl-billion.

S-9. 2 Provide an i.temized list showing what you believe the
monetary costs of decommissioning the facility will be.

In estimating costs for decqmmi.ssioning a nuclear plapt
initi.al costs and ~dele ed costs have to be considered. PAL,l
based its esti.matedcost of decommissioning Susquehanna, SES on

figures compiled by the utilities-based Atomic Industrial Forum.

Since the time interval between construction of a nuclear

facili+ and ini.tial decommissioning i.s 30 to 40 years, any

esti.mate of such costs is merest con)ective. The AIF estimates

are based on 19/5 dollars> .and in light of the time inter..;.1
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"must be consi,dered preliminary",. as PAL states in the Nay, 1978

Environmental Report Operating Stage.. The following appears as a

footnote. in this same reports "This annual maintenance allows-..;me

obviously does not include ma)or structural work, and therefore

i.s probably unrealistically low if the licensee anticipates a„.

mothballin eriod on the order of hundreds of'ars," (emphasis

adde6).

To try to estimate the cost of an operation never.thus far
undertaken, its short-term date'eing 30 to 40 yea'rs and its
long-term date berg from 1(A.'years to" several hundred years,

is obviously an exercise in futility-

S-9. 3 Set forth in detail each calculation made and specify, and
provide your basis .for, all assumptions made in reaching your
conclusions about the monetary costs of decommissioning the
Susquehanna facility.

See 8-9.2.

S-9.4 'pecify with particularity why you believe that decommission-
ing the Susquehanna facility will result in serious radiati,on
hazards, particularly for workers.

. There are three methods proposed for decommissioning

Susquehanna SESs

1) mothballing, .2) entombment, and 3) dismantling.

Each alternative poses serious safety risks and radiation
hazards, particularly for workers. Since immediate complete

dismantling is particularly dangerous to workers and extremely

expensive, mothballing would probably be followed during the

initial stage of decommissioning (i.e., after 30 years). Com-

piete dismantling will have to be. delayed for 1(A years to

.several hundred years to allow decay of some of the more lethal

radioisotopes. If the site was used for burial of radioactive

wastes, unbreakable, corrosion-resist; "",.'.-; containers would need
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be designed. The site would 'have to be .kept under constant

surveillance by incorruptible guards, administered by moral

politicians living in a stable, warless society, and left
undisturbed by earthquakes and other natural disasters for
thousands of'ears. (See Nuclear Madness','by Dr. Helen Caldicott. )

S 9.5 Identify and provide estimates of those "new" occupational
hazards to workers.

S-9.6 Specify with particularity the "new" environmental hazards
you believe will result from decommissioriing .the Susquehannafacility.

Since no nuclear reactor of the size of Susquehanna SES

has been decommissioned to date., the "normal" risks and hazards

associated with dismantling a small reactor cannot be projected

forward as a 'guide for decommissioning a plant l0 times as large.
This is why we contend "new" occupational hazards to workers

and the environment will xesult from decommissioning Susquehanna

Steam Electric Station.

S"9 7 Specify with particularity why you believe that the
decommissioning costs, when added to other monetary and health
costs of the facility and the nuclear fuel cycle, tilt the
cost-benefit balance against authorizing operation of the facility.

Decommissioning'is the Achilles heel of the nuclear fission
business. Since only small, experimental reactors have been

decommissioned thus far> no solid knowledge and experience exist
'or

the dismantling of a plant with a 3000 hIw capacity. Unlike

conventional power plants which, when "retired" from service, are

merely an aesthetic blight on the~nvironment; a nuclear reactor,

in addition, remains intensely ra ctive for years. "Among

the radioactive isotopes produced are long»lived ones such as

nicRel-63:(requiring Z,070 years to decay to safe levels) .and

carbon-14 (needing 65,0CO years),> (No Nukes, Anna 'Gyorgy, p. 66. ).
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At the present time, the NRC regulations do not prescribe or.
proscribe any particular method of decommissioning. Neither do the

regulations provide a'particular method of'inancing the costs .

'thereof. The cost estimates for initial decommissioning and

~dele ed (long-term) decommissioning stated in the PAL Environmental

Report Operating License Stage of 5Iay, 19/8 are based on 19'p5.
'I

dollars'. These figures are highly unrealistic, f'r no one is
C

.suffer.ciently clairvoyant to determine the state of'he American

economy and the health of'he dollar two years "down the road",
lO4

not to speak of'0 to g years hence'Dec'ommissioning is an

expensive detail that utilities would rather not deal with, so it,
~ „~

like other nuclear-related problems, may be. dumped in the laps

of rate- and tax-payers." (No Nukes, p., 6'7. ) From the stand-

point of the utilities, the beauty .of'his state of affairs lies
in the fact that officials not making decisions now will pot
be around 30 or 40 years hence, and the persons who will have to
make decisions and pay for the mess are not even bornt

When Susquehanna SZS ceases to operate, it will be added to

the long list of'ndustrial "ruins" which.unpictuxesquely dot
'he Myoming Valley - exhausted and/or flooded mines, abandoned

coal breakers, bleak culm banks - but with an important dif-
ferencqc it"willbe a lethal "ruin" for hundreds of year's.

, Xn light of the unknown monetary costs of decommissioning,

the method of decommissioning, the health costs and hazards
of'isposingof radioactive wastes, the problem of long-term sur-

veillance of the site and the aesthetic damage done to an

already-ravaged environment,,it is our belief'hat all these

factors tilt the cost-benefit against authorizing operation of

i'he Susquehanna Steam Electric fecility.
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In light of Applicant's recently announced plans for the

construction of an on-site storage'area for low-level radwaste,

it is not possible at this time for SEA to adequately;address

this interrogatory without first reviewing the Draft ~viron-
mental Statement forthcoming on this phase of construction.

"Adenuately" in this sense means 'having to safely store
\

nuclear wastes for periods of 10-15 years and beyond without
shipment. to off-site burial grounds, with no increase in the

'release of radiation from accumulated
wastes.',Safe"

applies to (1) the complete absence of human error
in the insertion of spent fuel assemblies inM the cooling

r

racks (including dropping of fuel assembly into a rack already
1

g ** blFI (2) ~l't ~t h'd|. g

all'spent fuel racks preventing criticality in storage pool~

(3) human or mechanical error reducing the water level, thereby
increasing risk of critical mass and lethal radiation releases~

(0) storage of waste casks only within boundaries of spent

fuel storage area - not outside parametersg (5) a 100/. safety
guarantee that no excessive radiation will be released to the

public at: large from the storage and possible shipment of
irradiated fuel.

An "unreasonable risk of harm" from the planned releases

of radiation, in addition to background and other man-made
r

rad:ation, would endanger the already-weakened cellular struc-

tures of the unborn, small children and elderly who are most

susceptible. It is "unreasonabl" to inflict these risks on
I

the health of individuals who are unable to defend tl.:.mselves

other than by moving away from the area.. %hat this constitutes
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S-ll.4.

are "planned deaths", which are readily admitted (Draft ""nviron-

mental Statement> Section 4-27), and as such, would impose

not only physical stress, but an increase in psychological

str'ess, as well.
'he method of storage, on-site 'of spent fuel will be un afe

becausec

a). of the ever-present human error factor, which could account

for''.spent fuel rod misplacement in the racks, careless

handling of'ask crane and other equipment, or mishand.ling of

.compartment gates during loading of storage casks~

b) .even the smallest release of radiation, combined with

releases from the other phases of the fuel cycle, will combine

with natural background levels and. other man-made radiation,

posing a threat to the health, of certain portions of the

surrounding population>

c) should .the possibility of a major rupture in the cooling

pool occur, coolant could not be maintained at an adequate

level to prevent a critical mass reaction between irradiated

fuel rods.

The method of storage of low-level radwaste cannot be

assessed 'at this time in light of the Applicant's recently

announced plans to construct on-site storage areas for low-

level radioactive waste. This will be addressed only after

review of the attendant Draft Wvironmental Statement.

ln light of the Applicant's recently announced plans

to build an on-site storage area for low-level radwaste, it is

not possible at this'ime for SEA to adequately address this
I

interrogatory without first reviewing the Draft Environmental

Statement f -."".hcoming on this phase of construction.
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S '-'.ll. 5. a) Between 2,910 h 3,950 spent fuel assemblies, per,'unit,': for
10-1$ years of operation will be produced~

P

b) between 357,659 cu. ft. &, 536,II89 cu. ft. of solid radwaste

will 'be produced'n 10-15 years of .operation.

By promising radiation exposures.to unrestricted areas
r

"as low as reasonably achievable," (10CFR20.1), the Applicant

can use this convenient term to. cover any unsafe levels of-

radiation emitted during technical malfunctions of gauges,

valves and other instruments within the spent fuel and low-

level storage systems. 'Loss of coolant due to a rupture in
the storage pool could release excessive heat and radiation
from 'spent fuel rods, yet the release could be termed "ALARAi>

under that condition.. Neutron-absorbing shielding may at
\

some point in time prove inadequate in the storage rack area,

allowing for a critical mass situation to develop, but the
\

adjustable "ALARA" clause will protect the Applicant, in that
the radiation released is as low as can be expected, under

the deteriorating circumstances.

10CFR20.105 states specific levels of radiation deemed

acc'eptable for license qualification. However, Dr. Abraham

Petkau, Canadian Atomic Research Laboratories in Manitoba,

discovered that when low levels of radiation (even as low as

background levels) are administered over a long period of

ctime, it has the efficiency of damaging, cell membrane through

a different biological mechanism than high levels of radiation,
1

(Pa e 106 Radiation Standard and Public Health 1 8).

Dr..irwin Bross, Roswell Park 1'lemorial Institute for
Cancer Research in Buffalo, N.Y. and N.Y. State Health Depart-

ment, states, "Low-level ionizing radiation (specifically 100.
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1) During a full-core unload, the sharp rise of emergency heat

load (EHL) would require the built-in Fuel Pool Cooling &: Clean-up

System (FPCCS) and one RHR pump &; heat exchanger to keep the fuel

pool from an 8-hour boiling point. (SSES-FSAR 9.1.3.1.d) ~ There

appears to be no back-up systems, should the FPCCS and/or RHR

pump/heat exchanger malfunctiop. At least two more emergency .

measure's should stand in readiness in case of cooling 'failures

of primary systems.;

2) No mention was,made among the normal/abnormal spent fuel

storage conditions of possible rupture of storage rack beams

from collision of aircraft or spacecraft debris, meteor damage

to the spent fuel racks. While these occurrances may seem so

remote as not to merit your consideration, the slim possibility
of thei'r happening must be reckoned with, and consequences

considered.

3) In the event of disabling corrosion or blockage in the spent

fuel pool system, there doesn' seem to be an adequate means of<

eliminating such obstacles safely without exposure of maintenance

personnel to excessive amounts of radiation from spent fuel rods.

If a blockage or jam-.up of spent fuel rack(s) did occur, and no

means of repair seemed feasible, the rack(s) would be unavail'able

for future use, thereby decreasing the storage space for spent fuel.

0) Compared with specificati.ons of SSES-FSAR, the fuel core will
h ouse 764 fuel assemblies, with,storage space provided for cooling

portions of-said core as years pass. Per a telephone call to

SSM Information Center (Nov. 5, 1979, to Char -.s Nike), the fuel

core will house 830 fuel assemblies, thereby crowding storage
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space for spent fuel assemblies..

5) No matter what measure of radiation is released, even if
fudged,safe as com ared with background amounts, it will prove

detrimental when absorbed in addition to background and =other

man-made radiation.

Br op ' ', dZ t'~1-t t K ll
('xcessof 10«15 years) in the event that radwaste is prevented

, from shipment from SSES> waste will build up to dangerous pro-

portions as fuel cores're unloaded, resulting in higher levels

of heat and radiation. There would not be sufficient water

to'1-3cool the crowded casks.

1) During transit, in the remote possibility of breach of

containment of a shipping cask and penetration of fuel assembly

cladding, release of gases and coolant would impose severe

conditions in the affected area. Persons downwind and within 100

feet might be exposed to doses as high as a few hundred millirem

.in a short period of time. (Draft Environmental Statement,
'I

g'p.2.3. (b)). This would exceed the "100 millirem in any seven

con ecutive days" provision of 10CFN20.105(b)(2).

2) The planned releases of radiation to surrounding areas, even

"as low as reasonab3.y achieiable" would be more harmful to

certain sections of the population (those already weakened by

background radiation and man-made (including diagnostic) radiation:

the elderly, unborn and young children, especially.

3) It is stated in the Draft Environmental Statement that,

in the event of an accident of a shipping cask (containing

solid. radioactive waste or spent fuel rods), persons would not

be expected to stay in the accident area. This constitutes a

danger to unsuspec*in," individuals who m."-.» 'not be aware of the
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danger until over-exposed to the radiation released.

)G.tnesses will be called at the hearings. Sources of

information for above were provided in answers and will also

be presented at. the hearing.'
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A,B,C,Dc At this time, we will opt for the values arrivod
at in the, Applicant's FSAR, 12,'0, 12.0, dose assessment, with .

reservation. We Qelieve the. values represented do not take

into consideration all possible sources, especially with
regards to abnormal operating circumstances.

Main source would, bo skyshine, especially turbine
shine,'lus

abnormal opyrating stites apd accidental emissions.

Refer 12.0 FSAR.

Since there is no proven threshold below which biological
damage does not occur, we expect iricreases in'ancers, leukemia

and genetic defects. We expect to see twice the rate of cancers

in workers, compared to the general public.

With respect to 15-g> the interests of ALARA standard

will be better served in. view of the many variables that
influence exposure dose of a new plant by not operating Unit I
until Unit IX is complete, thus affording the reasonably

achieyable zero exposure.
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The health effects. caused would be increased incidences

of bone marrow cancers, cancers of the pancreas and lung,'
leukomia, and long-term genetic damage.

The health effect is caused by low-level radiation
emanating from Unit I operation (turbine shine, etc.).

The radiation destroys or damages cells. The survivors
produce a clone of..perturbed cells which i.s eventually
diagnosed as a cancer. The 'genetic damage occurs in much

the'ame manner,. only genes. and/or chromosomes would be

affected.
. It should be noted that some genetic effects may got

appear in first-generation offspring, but in their offspring
and/or probably theirs.

S-15. 2 ~ All assumptions and conclusions were reached after
researching the works of professional people such as Karl

Morgan, Thomas P. Nancuso, M.D., E. J. Sternglass, John W.

Gofman, Dr. Edward-Radford, and others.

We are unable to perform studies such as the afore-mentioned.

Attempts will be:made to have experts and technical people

appear in the future.

S 3.5.3
' If additional protective measures are not taken,

workers will become a burden on soci.ety and the operator

and/or contractor in that medical fees, .compensations, and

possible costly Legal acti. on would ensue due to the adverse

health effects.
The additional radiation shielding that mi.ght be required

to prevent cancers and genetic damage would adversely effect

the cost of the plant.
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,'~~C continued g

By proposing a mode of zero exposure, the NRC and Applicant
insure themselves a responsible trustee of the people,

workers'nd

environment. Since no actual level of radiation is known

to be safe and there is a chance of excessive levels of
radiation which might occur due to an accident or because of
the unforeseen uncertainties of'adiation exposure with new

plant operation, we believe the ALARA standard is being satisfied
in those respects.

8-15. 5 An adequate response to this contention would mean a

commitment to a long-term study and analysis of low-level worker

exposure. This is beyond the scope of. this intervenor, and
C

would require years of
study'e

contend there is no recognized level of safe exposure,

coupled with the attendant uncertainty in available data

regarding precise dose the workers will be exposed to, accord-

ing to the FSAR and Draft Environmental Statement.

Our conclusion was based upon studies done by people

such as listed in S-15.2. Attempts will be made to secure

individuals who are experts in their fields with respect to

this contention.


